
AIM

To understand New Zealander’s attitudes to speed, 
road safety and to potential changes to speed limits.

RESEARCH METHOD 

On-line survey of 2,134 residents.  
National representative sample.  
Data collected through April 2016.

KEY FINDINGS 

Drivers are blamed for crashes, more than roads or 
speed limits. Improving roads and helping drivers 
choose safe speeds is preferred over reducing limits.

Online survey of

2,134 
residents

41% agree that 
some roads are not 
safe at the speed 
limit set for them. 
Rural communities 
are more likely  
to agree.

Driving too fast for the limit or the road conditions are 
blamed for crashes, more than road design or speed limits.

Drivers believe their roads are less safe  
for other road users than for themselves.

44% believe 
that it is easy 
to tell a safe 
speed. Rural 
communities 
are less likely 
to agree to this.

Helping drivers choose safe speeds or spending money 
to improve roads are preferred over reducing limits.

Not all roads are seen as safe

Drivers need to choose the right speedOur roads can be unforgiving

Roads in my area are safe for:
Effectiveness of Solution: % indicating Effective or Very Effective

Our roads aren’t easy to read

Communities have a view 
on what should be done

■ Strongly Agree/Agree    ■ Neither    ■ Strongly Disagree/Disagree   ■ Don’t know ■ Strongly Agree/Agree    ■ Neither    ■ Strongly Disagree/Disagree   ■ Don’t know

46%
Other drivers

20%
Cyclists

63%
Me as a driver 

39%
Pedestrians

45%
Urban

38%
Urban

37%
Rural

58%
Rural

‘I prefer we 
spend money  
on improving 
the roads and 
not reduce 
speed limits.’

62%
Agree

66% 65% 58%
41%

Improve signage/
warn of changes 
in road condition

Educate drivers 
to choose the 
right speed

Improve roads/
make safer at 
existing limit

Reduce limit to 
better match 
road risk

44%

27%

25%

4%

41%

29%

26%

4%

‘It is easy for drivers to tell what a safe 
speed is on our roads’

‘Some roads in my area are not safe at 
the speed limits that are set for them.’

How much of a problem is each of the following in your area?  
(Scale: 0 - Not a problem at all to 10 - Is a very serious problem)

49% 45%
36% 32%

19%

Drivers 
exceeding the 
speed limit

Driving too 
fast for the 
type of road Unaware of 

changing road 
conditions Poor road 

design

Speed limits 
set too high

Severity of Problem: % indicating score of 8, 9 or 10

For more information about the Better Conversations on Road Risk programme please visit: www.nzta.govt.nz/safety/better-conversations-on-road-risk
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